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There are days when I’ve prayed to God on those days that I needed to ask for a solution for the future.

I said, “God can you make them smarter.” “Can you make those people that do not understand or whatever it is 

for whatever the reason for those that do not make good decisions to make Those people smarter, please.”

For the journey of walking over many states in the United States the journey lasted longer than I thought or ever 

thought or did not think of. But, when there were times that days or weeks I would encounter a situation that 

needed a little help from God.  I would look for the heaven and ask God for those people that made poor decisions 

to get smarter.

God would say or speak in different way. I would look for God everywhere I went. I would look for God to see

what He had planned for those that needed his guidance to achieve or to succeed in life. And for myself I looked 

for God for an answer.

What I would imagine in a day dream if God stood in front of me.  

“God can you make them smarter.” “Just make them smarter ,” I asked. 

“Its Free-Will.” “I gave them Free-Will.” God said to me as I looked up skyward.  “I gave all life Free-Will to 

choose their pathway in a journey.” 

“God, Can you make everything in life smarter so that life would be more beautiful than any of us would ever 

think possible?” I asked.  And God said to me, “You have choices to make to make yourself smarter.” “I gave you 

the gift of making yourself smarter so that the world would be even more beautiful every time a choice is made to 

be smarter for yourself and themselves.” “And in your choice and their choice of making yourself and themselves 

smarter helps to make others smarter.” “Its up to you and others to make yourself and themselves smarter by using 

your Free Will in making choices.” “Those choices that affect you and others in being smarter in a positive way 

for all of future to be the most beautiful future ahead of us.”

“But, God,” I said to Him.  “Did the Devil climb up inside them and stay there.” “Cause some are not getting 

smarter.”   Looking up at God into the sky of looking for a heaven of God that responded.

“I gave them Free Will.” “I pray for them and you back,” the Lord God said.  “For it is up to you and those that 

you encounter to be smarter.” “They have the choices to make for those that used their Free Will to get smarter in 

self-study, observation, instructor taught knowledge….” A trail of a thought from God then he continued, “Those 

that got smarter are still getting smarter,” God commented and a slight pause then God continued, “They saw that 

smarter was looking for and sharing that you call applying knowledge.” “Good knowledge applied in the right 

way.”

Again, I asked, “God, please make them smarter.” “I will pray for them too.” “I pray for you too God.”

“I pray back too,” was the response God said.  “I pray for you too.”  “I gave you all Free Will.” “Its up to you and 

them to make yourself and themselves smarter.”


